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Dark days, same ways, forgotten graze,
Old haze, what's going on today?
When it is like this: sense fail

Coming to the ways that brought us here
I see the face of all my fears
There are the time's golden crowns,
All the vital links known by heart
Inside's the potential

We have it all;
The words won't reach to defeat the purifying feeling
Of walking through a fire like this!
It's becoming true right after this renewing
Bleed of leaving dirt and distress
Even inside it'd be a mess

The silence gray, little pain, no feels of praise
Just a little strength to play a final fame with
Without inner sense, nonsense

Realizing the beauty of existence
And noticing we're part of it
Let's make a u-turn as a part of this universe
All is all and we'll have more
Than we know could be all!

We have it all;
The words won't reach to defeat the purifying feeling
Of walking through a fire like this!
It's becoming true right after this renewing bleed
Of leaving dirt and distress
You'll see a new glory rising

In the moment of peace
There is your catharsis
Inside all the mess and distress
I bless your heart's try
Smooth and sincere sky
When facing its darkest side,
Widest stars are guiding
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Into the ways of winning
By forgiving you

You see heaven is here
So, blow away the boundaries of fear
Yes, all the problems are clear
Stellar heat want find your heart

We have it all;
The words won't reach to defeat the purifying feeling
Of walking through a fire like this!
So enlightening!
It's becoming true right after this renewing bleed
Of leaving dirt and distress

You'll see a new glory rising!!
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